How to Submit: Initial
IRB Application
Step by Step Guide for Researchers and Support Staff
Please note: there are references to “the IRB website” throughout this guidance. The site we are
referring to is always www.irb.upenn.edu
When we talk about “HSERA” we are referring to the electronic submission system for human research
at Penn. It is important to know that these are 2 separate Internet locations. Use of both sites is
required for successfully submitting to the IRB.
*This PDF is bookmarked for quick navigation

Covered here:
- Using the IRB Website
(www.irb.upenn.edu)
- Using IRB Protocol and
Consent Templates
- Using HSERA

USING THE IRB WEBSITE TO GUIDE YOUR SUBMISSION CREATION PROCESS
- Researchers and Research staff
should reference the IRB website for
instruction before logging on to
HSERA to create submissions
- Go to www.irb.upenn.edu
- Use the guidance and templates
provided by the IRB to build the
documents for your project before
you submit in HSERA
- A link to HSERA is provided on the
home page for convenience
- If you work on multiple human
research projects we suggest
bookmarking and visiting the IRB
website often to stay up to date on
the latest news

Use the search bar to find
what you’re looking for

Click here to
download
Consent and
Protocol
Templates

Click This
Link to Log
On & Access
HS-ERA

USING THE IRB WEBSITE TO GUIDE YOUR SUBMISSION CREATION PROCESS

-On the Forms & Templates
page, filter for protocol
documents
- Use the appropriate template
for your type of project
- If you aren’t sure if your
project requires IRB review,
download and complete the
Human Subjects Research
Determination Form and send
to an IRB senior administrator
via email for a consultation.

USING THE IRB WEBSITE TO GUIDE YOUR SUBMISSION CREATION PROCESS

-On the Forms & Templates page,
filter for Consent Templates
- Download the templates that best
apply to your study
-The templates have the basic
required elements of consent which
should be revised to describe your
study.
-Additional language may be
required depending on your study
design (e.g. use of PHI will require
HIPAA language, genetic testing will
require GINA language etc…)

USING HSERA (HUMAN SUBJECTS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH APPLICATION)
-Once your basic study documents
are ready, log in to HSERA to create
your application
-The front page of HSERA has a
menu of links along the left side for
creating and managing your
submissions
-The content in the center of the page
shows :
“My Submissions” = your IRB
submissions pending review
“My Requests” = your CTRC requests
pending review
“My Work In Progress” = drafts you
are working on for both IRB and CTRC

USING HSERA (HUMAN SUBJECTS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH APPLICATION)

-To create a new study Click
“Create” under “My submissions”
-Review the information on this
screen shot to get an idea of how to
navigate with the HSERA menu
- Please note that the IRB staff and
members are provided with
navigation links in the HSERA menu
that may not appear for typical users.
In this training we are focusing on the
universal navigation links that all
users have access to although the
additional links may still appear in the
screenshots.

Click “Create” to make something new
Click “Manage Drafts” to keep working on something you already
created but did not submit. A new submission will automatically
appear in manage drafts after you complete the first page.
Click “Items to be resubmitted” to work on a submission that
the IRB sent back to your team after performing a review.
Both links under “Submission History” will allow you to go back
and view any submission for studies you are listed as
personnel. Recent shows submissions from the last 90 days.
This is a view only access.
“Submission Approvals” section is for Principal
Investigators and Departmental Approvers only.
Use the resources links to :
-go back to the IRB website
-view the convened board meeting schedule
-go to the forms page on the IRB website etc..

USING HSERA (HUMAN SUBJECTS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH APPLICATION)

-After clicking “Create” you will be
brought to a new menu screen.
Choose “Initial Review” to begin an
application for submitting a brand
new study
-The other application types are also
available on this page.
-After a new study receives
approval, any subsequent updates
must be done by creating
Modification submissions.
-You can renew your protocol
annually by creating a Continuing
Review.

USING HSERA (HUMAN SUBJECTS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH APPLICATION)

-After clicking “Initial Review” you
will be brought to a new menu
screen.
-You are given the option of opening
a blank application or opening an
application based on one of your
existing studies
-You may only have one draft per
protocol and will not be able to
create a second draft for the same
study.
-This guidance document is based on
choosing “New Submission”

USING HSERA (HUMAN SUBJECTS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH APPLICATION)

-After clicking “new submission” you are
brought to the first screener page for the
application
-Answering the screener questions will
determine the level of specificity of your
application.
- Step one is to establish if your project
qualifies as “Exempt”
- Research that is exempt is minimal risk
and falls into one of 6 specific categories.
Once approved, Exempt research does not
require any further IRB submissions
throughout the life of the study.
-An Exempt application is the shortest
application. If you submit an exempt
application for non-exempt research you
may be required to re-submit.

These yellow
icons appear
throughout
the HSERA
application.
Click them
to view
helpful text.

Scroll down to review descriptions of all 6 Exemption
categories. You may choose ONE category that best
applies to your study. If your study is not exempt,
click the radial button for “No” and scroll to the
bottom to click “continue”

USING HSERA (HUMAN SUBJECTS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH APPLICATION)

- If your study is not “Exempt”, the next
step is to determine if it is “Expedited”
- It is possible to submit an exempt
application but the IRB may determine that
your research qualifies as expedited.
- “Expedited” research is minimal risk and
fits into one or more of 7 categories
- “Expedited” research requires annual
continuing review to renew the application
- “Expedited” and “Exempt” research is not
sent to the monthly convened board
meetings for review. Instead it is screened
by qualified IRB staff members and
approved by one of the IRB directors

Scroll down to review descriptions of all 7 Expedited
categories. You should choose all categories that
apply to your study. If your study is not expedited,
click the radial button for “No” and scroll to the
bottom to click “continue”

USING HSERA (HUMAN SUBJECTS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH APPLICATION)

--BASIC INFO--After completing the
screening pages you will be
brought to the first page of the
application
-Once you start this page your
draft will show in your “manage
drafts” until you complete the
submission by clicking “I
Accept” on the “Confirmation”
page
-On the “Basic Info” page you
will name and describe your
study

The banner at the
top will highlight
your progress.
When the
“Confirmation”
page is highlighted
you are on the final
page

Click “Next” to move to the next page after you have completed this page.
Clicking “Save Draft” will save your progress and take you out of the application

The system will prevent you from
moving to the next page if there are
errors or blanks

The answer to this question will determine the
content of the page that is currently displayed as
“More” in the top banner

USING HSERA (HUMAN SUBJECTS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH APPLICATION)
--PERSONNEL--After completing the Basic Info Page
you will complete the personnel page
-The Principal Investigator (PI) must
be an active Penn Faculty member
who is available to review and sign off
on every submission for the study
- Study contacts are study team
members who can create and edit
submissions to the IRB

Click the green button to bring up the list of Penn
affiliates to choose from. You can choose 1 PI. The PI
can create and edit submissions.

All study team members must have complete
and current CITI training. If this area shows
“NO” for any person on your study team, the
IRB will not approve your study without
supporting documentation of training

-The “other investigator” slot is where
students should name themselves on
their projects since they cannot serve
as PI

You can choose up to 3 study contacts for a study.
Study contacts can create and edit submissions.

- It is important to keep the Personnel
page up to date throughout the study

You can choose 1 Other Investigator as a CO-PI. The
CO-PI can create and edit submissions.

USING HSERA (HUMAN SUBJECTS ELECTRONIC RESEARCH APPLICATION)
The ORG chosen here will determine who the
Departmental Approver will be. Please consult
your business administrator before choosing

Personnel Page Continued:
-The Departmental
Approver assigned to your
Responsible ORG must
approve your initial
application before the IRB
receives it. Be sure to
contact that person to avoid
delays

Key Personnel are other members of the study team who are not
PI or Study Contacts. There is no limit to the number of Key
Personnel. Key personnel CANNOT create or edit submissions
All researchers must disclose any
financial conflicts of interest
through the FIDES system. Any
conflicts that are deemed as
Significant must be identified here.
Please contact the Research
Integrity Office for more
information

Click “Next” to move to the next page after you have completed this page.
Clicking “Save Draft” will save your progress and take you out of the application

--BIO/SOC PAGE-After completing the Personnel
page, the next page depends
on the answer provided in the
first page of the application

Biomedical
Research

Social &
Behavioral
Research

Bio Page:

Soc. Page:

--BIO/SOC PAGE Cont.-The Bio/Soc page will
identify any ancillary
reviews that are needed for
your study.
The Radial buttons chosen
on this page will send pings
to other Penn offices.

BIO Page
 Questions on the BIO page
include but are not limited to:
 Drugs/Devices
 IND/IDE review
 Radiation Exposure
 Gene Transfer
 Human Source Material
 CACTIS and CT procedures
 CAMRIS and MRI procedures
 Cancer Related Research
 Medical information disclosure
 Path/lab Medicine services
 Apheresis/Transfusion
 UPHS Services

SOC Page

 Questions on the SOC page
include but are not limited to:
 Description of survey instruments
 Description of study groups
 Methods for assigning subjects

--SPONSORS-After completing the Bio or Soc
page, you will complete a page about
sponsorship and funding
All studies within the department of
medicine must identify a business
administrator

Be sure to consult your business
administrator about your budget
code

--SPONSORS CONT.-In addition to Penn
Budgeting information, the
sponsor page requires
specific information about
funding for your study

Click the green “Add” button to
choose from a list of sponsors. If
your sponsor is not listed, please
contact the HSERA help desk.

--SPONSORS CONT.-For Biomedical studies using
investigational drugs and devices,
the Sponsor page captures the
regulatory sponsor and IND holder
information

--SPONSORS CONT.—
The project funding question at the bottom of
the sponsor page will expand and show
additional questions based on your selection:
- If the study is funded by a grant that has a
proposal linked to the PI, please select “yes” on
the project funding question. Then link the
proposal by clicking the “Set” button and upload
the grant by clicking the “Upload Form” button. If
your proposal is not available please contact the
HSERA helpdesk.
- If the study is funded by a grant but the funding
contract for the proposal has not yet been
finalized through ORS (Office of Research
Services), please select Pending for the Project
Funding Question.
- If your study is being funded by an industry
sponsor, please select “Yes” under the Project
Funding question and select “Yes” under the
Sponsor Funding question. Under Status of
Contract, please select whether the contract has
been completed or is pending.

Clicking the green “Set” button will allow you to
fill in the blanks in the section shown in the
shaded box below. After you click “Save” you
will be directed back to the Sponsor page and
the information will appear.

--SITES-After completing the sponsor page,
the next page captures studies
involving multiple sites
You may skip the questions on this
page if :
- your study only operates at one site
-Penn researchers are not acting as
the lead team or data coordinating
team for the other sites involved
-the Penn IRB is not serving as the IRB
of record for the other sites involved
PLEASE NOTE:
The Penn IRB oversees all research
conducted at Pennsylvania Hospital,
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania
(HUP) and Presbyterian Hospital (PPMC).
Studies conducted solely at one or more of
these locations are considered a single site
study for the purposes of IRB review.

This section is applicable to studies that are
Multi-Center Research and the Penn
Investigator is the Lead Investigator or Penn
is the lead site in the management of multisite information(Data Coordination).
If the above criteria apply please enter the
other sites affiliated with this study by
clicking the green “Add” button.
After you click the “Add” button you will be
directed to a page where you can enter in
site specific information. Click the save
button once you have answered all relevant
questions.
After you click save you will be directed back
to the sites page. Please repeat the steps
described above until information for all the
study sites has been entered.
If this section applies to your study please
answer the Management of Information for
Multi-Center Research question by entering
your response in the text box OR attaching a
form with the green upload form button in
the middle of the page.

The rest of the HSERA application beyond the Sites page requires the details of your
protocol objectives, design, background, population, procedures, etc.
The IRB highly recommends submission of a protocol document instead of relying on
the HSERA to serve as your protocol.
If you are submitting an investigator initiated study and you have not been given a
protocol by a sponsor or collaborator please see the IRB website for templates.
For researchers who already have a prepped Protocol document:
The sections that follow the Sites page can be completed by referencing the appropriate
section of an attached protocol document. The IRB prefers this instead of typing out or
copy/pasting sections of your protocol into the HSERA application. When making references
to a protocol document in any section, please be sure to utilize the HSERA space to clearly
identify any discrepancies between what the protocol document states and how the study
will be conducted at Penn. For example– if the overall study includes a genetic sub study but
subjects at Penn will not participate in the sub-study be sure to clearly explain that in the
HSERA text field to prevent the IRB from raising unnecessary issues.

--PROTOCOL-After completing the Sites page, the
Protocol page is where specific
information about the study
objectives, design, duration and
resources is required
The first 7 free text sections on this
page should be completed with
detailed protocol specific
information ONLY if you are not
submitting a protocol document.
(Only the first 3 sections are shown in this

walkthrough.)

the last section on this page about
necessary resources should always
be fully completed with information
specific to the study at Penn
regardless of the presence of a
protocol document

If you have a protocol document to submit please only
reference the section of that document where the abstract
info can be found (do not copy/paste). If you do not have a
protocol document please consider making one using one of
our available templates or fully describe your abstract here.

If you have a protocol document to submit please only
reference the section of that document where the
Objectives info can be found (do not copy/paste). If you do
not have a protocol document please consider making one
using one of our available templates or fully describe your
objectives here.
If you have a protocol document to submit please only
reference the section of that document where the primary
outcomes info can be found (do not copy/paste). If you do
not have a protocol document please consider making one
using one of our available templates or fully describe your
primary outcomes here.

--POPULATIONS -The next page of the application is
related to your targeted
populations.
The Populations page has been
divided into 4 slides to capture all of
the questions
Part 1: Target population and
sample size

If you have a protocol document to submit please only reference
the section of that document where the population info can be
found (do not copy/paste). If you do not have a protocol document
please consider making one using one of our available templates or
fully describe your population here.

This number should show how many subjects need to complete
the study from beginning to end in order to answer the research
question that will be enrolled by Penn affiliated researchers. If
your enrollment goals are complex and cannot be defined by one
number, please insert zero and fully explain your sample size and
enrollment in the “Accrual” section below.
This number should show how many subjects need to complete the
study from beginning to end in order to answer the research question
that will be enrolled by Non-Penn researchers. If this is not a multi site
study then this should be Zero

The accrual section should describe how your study team will access the targeted population and justify your
sample size. Additionally, if you anticipate that a significant number of consented subjects will not qualify for
participation or that subject retention may be an issue, please explain that here. For example “Although our
sample size is 40 subjects we will likely have to consent and screen 150 – 200 subjects in order to reach this
goal due to the strict eligibility and screening requirements.”

--POPULATIONS -Part 2: Inclusion and Exclusion +
vulnerable populations by
regulatory definitions

If you have a protocol document to submit please only reference
the section of that document where the inclusion criteria info can
be found (do not copy/paste). If you do not have a protocol
document please consider making one using one of our available
templates or fully describe your inclusion criteria here.
If you have a protocol document to submit please only reference
the section of that document where the exclusion criteria info can
be found (do not copy/paste). If you do not have a protocol
document please consider making one using one of our available
templates or fully describe your exclusion criteria here.

Certain populations are designated as “vulnerable” by the human
research protections regulations. If your study involves the
participation of these populations , your study will require
additional IRB consideration. Please identify them by checking the
appropriate boxes and attach a completed copy of the related
supplemental form that is required for each population.

-- POPULATIONS -Part 3: Other Vulnerable
Populations and Recruitment

Please read these instructions carefully before responding. This question is required for approval
and your answer may dictate additional language for your consent process. Please be sure to
note that any Penn affiliates will be told that their decision will not affect their standing with the
University. Also, you don’t need to reiterate any groups from the vulnerable populations section.

All recruitment materials must be IRB approved prior to use. If your protocol document fully
outlines the recruitment methods that will be utilized at Penn, please only insert a reference to
that section of the protocol. Otherwise please fully outline the plan here including : Flyers,
television or radio ads, posters, physician referral, patient referral etc..

Click the “upload form” button to attach your flyers, posters, scripts, and other
recruitment materials.

-- POPULATIONS -Part 4: Internet recruitment and
subject compensation

Please indicate whether social media or the internet will be used to recruit subjects. Guidance
about use of social media in research is available on the IRB website.

If the plan for online recruitment is fully outlined in your protocol document please only include
a reference to the applicable section. Otherwise, please detail your plan for the online
recruitment strategies including; the names of sites, the plan for publishing and managing
online content, confidentiality etc.

Please indicate whether subjects will be compensated in any way for participation.

If the plan for compensation is fully outlined in your protocol document please
only include a reference to the applicable section here. Otherwise please fully
detail the compensation plan including; total amount a subject may receive,
amounts received per study interaction, form of compensation. Compensation
must also be fully outlined during the consent process.

-- PROCEDURES-After completing the
Populations page, on the next
page you will detail the
procedures, statistical analysis,
and data security methods for
your study.
The procedures page is the
longest part of the application
therefore screenshots have not
been included

Sections included on
the Procedures Page
 Suicidal Ideation / Use of a test
article that may effect the Central
Nervous System
 Full description of procedures
 Use of deception
 Analysis Plan
 Confidentiality
 Sensitive Research Information
 Subject Privacy
 Data Disclosure
 Protected Health Information
 Waiver requests
 Tissue/Specimens information
 Genetic Testing

Tips for completion
 As you complete the questions on this
page, additional questions may populate
depending on your response to the trigger
questions.
 Any section on this page that is a free text
box can be completed with a reference to
the appropriate section of your protocol
document. If you do not have a protocol
document please fully explain each
response in the space provided
 When making references to your attached
protocol, please be sure to clarify any
information in the protocol that may be
different for the Penn site (for example if
subjects at Penn will not have a particular
MRI scan, or sub study blood draw please
clearly state that in the HSERA text box)
 Any checkboxes or radial buttons must be
completed accurately regardless of
whether the information is included in an
attached protocol

Regarding Privacy,
Confidentiality
and Data
Protection:
The procedures page
requires information
about ensuring subject
privacy, protecting
confidentiality and
protecting identifiable
data

Privacy VS. Confidentiality

PHI and Data Protection

 Your Privacy plan should outline
how you will make each face to
face,telephone, or online
interaction with subjects as
private as possible

 PHI is Protected Health
Information. Most PHI and study
data is recorded electronically.
Implementation of a University
vetted plan to protect electronic
research data (storage, and
sharing) became required in
August 2016.

 Your Confidentiality plan should
outline how you will keep
subject information confidential
after it has been documented or
recorded. This relates to storage
and sharing of PHI.

 There are 2 documents available
on the IRB website to assist
investigators in developing an
appropriate electronic PHI / Data
protection plan in collaboration
with local IT support providers.

--CONSENT--

After completing sections about
procedures, you must described the
consent process. If this information is fully
detailed in your protocol please only
include references to the applicable
sections.
When making references to the protocol
document please be sure to clarify any
differences for how consent will be
obtained at the Penn site.
For example if the protocol includes an
assent and parental permission section
but Children will not be on the study at
Penn, the children and adolescent section
should state “Children will not be enrolled
at Penn”

This section should detail any
specialized consent procedures or
resources in place for subjects who
may participate but are unable to
complete a traditional consent process
noted in the overview section. Such
as:
- Blindness or other visual
impairment
- Deafness or other hearing
impairment
- Short term or permanent cognitive
impairment
- Short term or permanent physical
limitations
Please note that predicting all possible
scenarios is not required. If necessity
for a specialized consent process is
identified in the future, the IRB may
approve the plan via submission of an
exception request

--CONSENT-The final question on the
Consent page is related to
waivers of consent.
If you indicate on this page that
you are requesting any type of
waiver, additional required
questions will populate.
If you are not requesting a
waiver of consent, please select
“No Waiver Requested”

Waiver or alteration of
required elements of consent

Waiver of documentation of
consent

 Requesting this type of waiver
means you do not intend to ask
subjects to be part of your
protocol.
 Typically this is related to
retrospective review of existing
medical records or publicly
available data
 If you plan to waive consent
altogether, you may also need
to include a request for waiver
of HIPAA authorization for use
of health information if
applicable. The HIPAA waiver
request form is available on the
IRB website

 Requesting this type of waiver
means you WILL ask subjects
to be part of your study but
they will not physically sign
their name to a document
 Typically this is related to
online surveys where subjects
click “I agree to participate” OR
for telephone surveys where
verbal consent is obtained.
 Occasionally subjects would
only be identified by their
signature on a form which may
increase risk to the subject

--Risk/Benefit –
After describing the consent
process, the application requires an
assessment of risk to subjects and
potential benefits of participation.
If your protocol document fully
discusses the topics on this page
please make references to the
applicable sections (do not
copy/paste)
This page also requires description of
the Data and Safety monitoring
plan. This plan will be referenced
during annual continuing review (if
applicable) to ensure adherence to
the plan throughout the life of the
study.

The alternatives section is optional when the only alternative to
participation is not participating. Otherwise, a full description of
existing standard options must be included

This section will show you any documents that you attached on previous pages

--CONFIRMATION –
The confirmation page is the
final page of the application
where you will attach any
necessary documents that you
have not already attached.

To add more documents please check the box next to the type of document
you would like to attach and use the green “upload form” button to attach
your files. Please be mindful to attach each document under the most
appropriate header to assist the IRB in identifying your documents. You can
attach as many documents as you need. Please note that your cover letter
should include a list of all documents being submitted for review

-Note: All initial submissions
should always provide a cover
letter that includes a complete
list of documents you are
submitting for approval
(document name,version,date)

When you are done filling out the application and have attached all your
documents you must click the “I accept” button to send in your submission.

 The IRB will rely on this code
to find your submission in the
system. Please include it in all
email correspondence or
have it ready before you call
on the telephone

What happens
after you click
“I Accept”..?

Immediately after clicking “I
Accept” you will be shown a
screen that provides a
confirmation code. You should
save the confirmation codes for
every submission you create in
the system

 You will need the code to
locate your decision letter in
the system once it is
uploaded by the IRB staff.
The code associated with
each submission is included
in the IRB determination
letter for that submission
 If you ever need to refer back
to your original application in
the future, you will need the
code to locate it in your
“Submission History”

What happens
after you click
“I Accept”..?
Clicking “I Accept” on an initial
submission does not mean the
IRB can begin its review.

 If the submitter of the initial
application is not the PI, the
submission then requires PI
approval. The PI will receive an
automated email alerting them
of the pending submission. The
PI can access the application by
clicking “View Pending” under
“My Submission Approvals” on
the blue left side menu in HSERA

 Once the submission is identified
and chosen in the “view pending”
list, the PI must click “submit a
decision for this protocol form”

and on the last page of the application,
choose to either approve or reject it

 If the PI identified any issues with
the application and decides to
reject it, the submission will be
available to the study team in the
“manage drafts” . Searching on
this page by confirmation code is
the fastest way to find the
submission.

What happens
after the PI
approves it?

 Once the PI approves the
submission it then requires
approval by the department head.
The department head who is
charged with approving the
submission is determined by the
“ORG code” that was chosen on
the Personnel page
 The department head follows the
same steps as the PI to approve
the submission and may also
reject the submission for any
reason
 After the department head
approves the submission, the IRB
receives it in the system to begin
its review.
 Departmental approval is only
required for submission of the first
draft of an Initial submission. All
future submissions require only PI
approval

Members of the study team can check the status of any submission by
looking in “Submission History” and sorting by the available search fields

If a submission is pending review by a
person (PI or Dept. Head) that
person’s name will be displayed in the
“Status” column

 Step 1:Submission is drafted.

Summary of submission
process
If you have begun the
process and have questions
that cannot be answered by
this walkthrough, please
send a detailed email to an
IRB staff member.
Various contacts are
available on the IRB website

 Step 2: PI reviews and approves the study. (submission may be returned for revision)
 Step 3: Department Chair reviews and approves the study. (submission may be returned for
revision)
 Step 4: IRB pre-screen for initial review. (submission may be returned for revision)
 Step 5: IRB Review is scheduled. Protocol number and IRB Board number assigned.
 Step 6: IRB Review. Submissions requiring full board review will likely be returned for
revisions prior to receiving full approval.
 Step 7: Resubmission of protocol to meet IRB stipulations.
 Step 8: Final IRB Review and approval.

